Abstract. Automatic ground vehicle detection based on SAR imagery is one of the important military applications of SAR. A region-based generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) method is proposed in this paper, and this method combines the GLRT detection theory and image segmentation technology. First, the SAR imagery is roughly segmented as land clutter region and potential target region through the split and merge procedure often used for processing the original images. Then, based on the segmentation results, the reasonable statistical models for the data in the two regions are built respectively. Finally, with the knowledge of statistical characteristics of clutter and target, GLRT detection method is applied to the each pixel in the potential target region to obtain more accurate detection results. Experimental results based on real SAR data show that the proposed method can effectively detect the ground vehicle targets from the land clutter with excellent accuracy and speed.
Introduction
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a kind of active imaging sensors, with its all-weather, all-time capabilities, etc, has been widely used in civil and military areas [1] . As a preliminary basis of target detection, target detection plays a vital role in subsequent target identification, recognition and tracking steps, so its research and development has been received widespread attention.
Because of the influence of factors such as the complexity of the ground scene, environmental change, coherent spot noise and so on, SAR images are very nonuniform, which results in a large number of false alarm. At present, the Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) method derived from Bayesian decision theory is one of the most widely used detection methods in SAR image target detection areas. Since Novak [2] summarized the good performance of Lincoln laboratory's two-parameter CFAR detection algorithm, the follow-up developments of CFAR detection algorithm appeared in large numbers to raise the CFAR performance such as accuracy and speed. Among them, CA-CFAR, GO-CFAR, SO-CFAR and OS-CFAR are four basic types of CFAR detectors. The later detectors are mostly a combination or variants of these four types. The famous VI-CFAR (Vector Index-CFAR) detector is a combination of these four detectors, which can keep good detection performance in various kinds of clutter backgrounds [3] .
However, CFAR detection algorithms select the threshold without considering the target statistical properties, so it is actually a sub-optimal Bayesian decision method [4] . The other non-CFAR detection methods include generalized likelihood ratio method (GLRT) [5] , based on neural networks [6] , and detection algorithm based on support vector machines [7] . Collectively, these non-CFAR algorithms generally perform better, but the need of priori information and slow calculation speed restrict the promotion of these algorithms. Among them, GLRT detection uses global threshold, and has less computational cost. However, due to that GLRT detection algorithm needs to know the statistical distribution of the target and background, which is generally difficult to know in practice, the GLRT algorithm is greatly limited.
In this paper, a GLRT region-based target detection method is proposed for the problem of military vehicle detection in complex scenes. The method combines image segmentation technique and GLRT target detection algorithm. It first segments SAR image to clutter region and potential target region quickly and roughly by applying commonly used image segmentation and clustering methods. Then, appropriate statistical models for these two regions are established respectively. Through the above two steps, the problem that the target statistical properties of SAR image are difficult to obtain is solved. On the basis of the already known background and target statistical properties, a more accurate GLRT detection algorithm is used to further determine the target in potential target area. The actual data is processed in experimental part. And then this method is compared with other classical VI-CFAR detection methods. The results show that the proposed method can detect military targets from terrestrial scenes effectively, accurately and quickly.
Data modeling of target region and background region
Metal vehicle targets have strong radar echoes which show as larger amplitude value in SAR image compared with the background. Based on this phenomenon, a simple threshold technique is used to select all the possible metal target pixels. Then a clustering process is used to filter out the obvious target. After the process mentioned above, the cluster region and potential target region can be roughly separated. Then by analyzing the statistical properties of the two regions, suitable statistical models are established respectively.
Moment-preserving law is an automatic multithreshold selection algorithm commonly used in image segmentation. The law based on invariant properties of moments can automatically determine multi-threshold with low time-consuming. For a SAR image which only contains these two regions, the i -th moment is defined as:
where n denotes the total number of pixels, , f x y is the amplitude value at , x y . Defining 0 1 m and supposing that the final best amplitude threshold is Th , we can achieve the SAR binary image segmentation task. By using 0 z and 1 z to represent the binary amplitude value after the segmentation, the first three moments can be defined as: (3) According to moment-preserving law, the result should remain each moment equally before and after the segmentation, which means that:
By solving equations (4) Then region A can be determined as the potential target region. Because of SAR image containing serious noise, many isolated pixels or small regions present in the segmentation result by using moment-preserving law. These pixels or regions are obviously false target. So it is necessary to use clustering process to filter them for a more concentrated and smooth result. An N-nearest neighbor method is used to deal with this problem. The basic thought of this method is: for a sample whose class to be judged, if most of the N adjacent samples in the feature belongs to a class, then the sample belongs to this class. As shown in Figure 1 
Fig.1 Schematic diagram of 8-neighbors
By the processes mentioned above, we can roughly depart the image to the potential target region A and cluster region B. The research presented in [8] shows that in the most SAR statistical models, K distribution is the most approaching distribution of land cluster and Lognormal distribution is the most approaching distribution of metal targets. Thus K and Lognormal distribution are used to model the land cluster and metal targets respectively. The specific mathematical expressions and the parameter estimation methods of them can be search in [9] and [10] .
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Fig.2 Flow chart of background & target data modeling
Figure2 is the flow chart of the modeling process of the target region and the cluster region in SAR image. The whole SAR image data modeling processes are shown as follows:
15004-p.2 ICMEE 2015 1) Image segmentation. The optimal threshold is determined automatically to select all possible metal target area by using moment-preserving law. 2) Region generation. N-nearest neighbor clustering method is used to deal with the segmentation result in
Step (1), filtering obviously false targets. 3) Data modeling. K distribution model for land clutter region and Lognormal distribution model is established for potential target region.
GLRT target detection
In the above section, the SAR image is roughly segmented to a land clutter region and potential target region. Also the Lognormal model for the potential target region and K distribution model for the land clutter region are established. And the model parameters are estimated respectively. Under this condition, the generalized likelihood ratio (GLRT) detection method can be used to further identify whether the pixel point in potential target area is belong to a metal target.
Assuming x denotes a pixel to be detected in potential target region, we define the target detection problem as the following two hypotheses: According to Bayesian decision theory, GLRT detector is defined as: 
Experimental results and analysis
In the experiments, the region-based GLRT method is applied to practical target detection in SAR image .And the proposed method is compared with VI-CFAR detection method based on K distribution and Lognormal distribution
.1 Experimental data
The SAR data used in this experiment comes from the MSTAR program in American. The airborne SAR data is collected with HH-polarization, working at X-band. And the range resolution is 0.3m 0.3m, the cross resolution is 0.2m 0.2m,the image size is 1400 pixels 1400 pixels. As is shown in Figure 4 (a) , the image includes 12 targets to be detected, which are 8 T72 tanks, 4 ZSU23-4 self-propelled guns. The image background is land clutter made of grass and bushes, it is a kind of weak clutter. We get the land clutter region and potential target region after moment-preserving law segmentation and nearest neighbor method process. Then we establish K distribution model for land clutter region and Lognormal distribution model for potential target region, as shown in Figure 3(a) and 3(b) respectively. From Figure 3 , it is easy to learn that the model probability distribution function curve (obtained from the PDF) is very close to the actual amplitude histogram, which illustrates the accuracy of the modeling 
.2 Experimental performance evaluation
Robertson et al [11] define the quality factor of a detection algorithm as:
In formula (7), dt N is the number of true targets; rt N is the number of total targets presented and fa N is the number of false alarms. The closer the Quality factor get to 1, the better the detection performance is. Also we hope to retain as much of the target information as we can when the target is correctly detected. 
.3 Experimental results
Before the experiment, the target region is identified by artificial vision according to priori knowledge. Then in the follow-up experiments, pixels detected in this region can be considered to be correct, the others are considered to be false alarms pixels. The detection results of proposed method and CFAR method are shown in Figure  4 . In the figure, the blocks represent the target vehicles detected correctly. Table 1 shows the detection performance of three methods, in which FOM denotes quality factor of a detection algorithm. The results show that VI-CFAR detection methods based on K distribution and Lognormal have more false alarms and lower quality factor (between 50 and 55 ) ,which means they can not meet the practical need. The method we proposed have less number of false alarms, also the quality factor is greatly improved (up to 85.71 ) . This is because GLRT detection algorithm is an optimal Bayesian decision, which uses both of background and target statistics. In addition, VI-CFAR target detection methods based on K distribution and Lognormal distribution take 302.4s and 100.7s respectively, while the proposed method only takes 58.3s.In conclusion, the proposed method gets much better accuracy and speed compared to VI-CFAR methods based on the Lognormal distribution K distribution. The efficiency of target detection is effectively improved.
Conclusion
The proposed GLRT region-based target detection method is a combination of the conventional image segmentation method and SAR image target detection method. The method firstly roughly segmented to the clutter region and potential target region by using the 15004-p. 4 ICMEE 2015 nearest neighbor method and moment retaining method. And then accurate statistical models are established for two regions respectively. Finally the target potential area is detected pixel by pixel by using GLRT target detection method. The experimental results shows that , compared to the VI-CFAR method , the proposed method is improved in terms of detection accuracy and speed, which demonstrates the effectiveness of this method.
